Abstract In this work, we study systematically the mass splittings of the qqQQ (q = u, d, s and Q = c, b) tetraquark states with the color-magnetic interaction by considering color mixing effects and estimate roughly their masses. We find that the color mixing effect is relatively important for the J P = 0 + states and possible stable tetraquarks exist in the nnQQ (n = u, d) and nsQQ systems either with J = 0 or with J = 1. Possible decay patterns of the tetraquarks are briefly discussed.
Introduction
Searching for exotic hadronic states is an interesting research topic full of opportunities and challenges. In the past decade, the reported charmonium-like states like X(3872) [1] , Y (3940) [2] , Y (4140) [3, 4] , Z + (4430) [5] , and Z + c (4200) [6] , the bottomonium-like states Z b (10610) and Z b (10650) [7] , and the open-heavy flavor meson X(5568) [8] have stimulated extensive discussions on their exotic assignments. The interested readers may refer to the recent literatures [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] for the comprehensive review of progress.
Among the various exotic state assignments, the tetraquark configuration is most popular in explaining these observed novel phenomena. Thus, studying tetraquark states has become an important issue of exploring exotic hadronic matter. Where and how to identify tetraquark states from these observed XY Z states is a main task. Usually, it is easy to identify a hadronic state as an exotic one if it has exotic quantum numa e-mail: xiangliu@lzu.edu.cn b e-mail: yrliu@sdu.edu.cn c e-mail: zhusl@pku.edu.cn bers like 0 −− , 0 +− , 1 −+ , 2 +− , and so on. In order to identify a tetraquark state, we need to pay attention to not only its quark component but also its special properties. If a hadronic state has valence quarks with four different flavors, we may conclude that this hadron is probably a tetraquark state when the molecule interpretation is not favored. The newly observed X(5568) in the B 0 s π ± channel [8] is a typical example since the X(5568) contains valence quarks of four different flavors and theBK interaction in the isovector channel is not strong enough to form a molecule. Besides, if a hadron has the qqQQ configuration, where Q denotes b or c quark and q is a light quark, we may identify it to be a tetraquark state when it is far below relevant meson-meson thresholds.
Until now, the tetraquark states with the qqQQ configuration have not been reported by experiments. On the other hand, the existence and stability of such states have been discussed by theorists for a long time. Different models [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] with various potentials as well as the associated interactions were introduced to describe the qqQQ system, suggesting that the qqQQ states are stable against breakup into the qQ−qQ meson pair. In the framework of QCD sum rule, the mass spectrum of the qqQQ states has been studied in Refs. [41, 42] . In addition, Lattice QCD simulations gave us more hints on this issue [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57] . An intuitive picture [55] in Lattice QCD is that in a tetraquark with qqQQ configuration, when the two heavy quarks are in a long separation, the gluon exchange force between them is screened by the two light quarks. This system is similar to a hydrogen molecule [41] . Thus, a (qQ − qQ) loosely bound state can be formed [58, 59] . On the other hand, if the two heavy quarks are in a short separation, thē QQ component can form a color source. As a result, the exotic tetraquark state (QQ − qq) can be generated after pairing with the light component qq. Although many exotic qqQQ tetraquarks were also obtained in Lattice QCD simulation, the binding energy of such tetraquarks strongly depends on the details of the dynamical models. To understand further the properties of the tetraquark states with the qqQQ configuration, both theorists and experimentalists still need to make more efforts to explore them.
In this work, we continue to pay attention to the tetraquark states with the qqQQ configuration. We will again adopt the framework of the simple color-magnetic interaction, although it is not a dynamical model. Recently, we have systematically applied it to tetraquark and pentaquark states in order to understand the nature of the observed exotic hadrons and to predict exotic phenomena [60, 61, 62, 63] . Here, we calculate the mass splittings of the tetraquark states with the qqQQ configuration and estimate their mass spectrum, with which we further discuss their decay patterns. Hopefully, the information presented in this work will be helpful to further experimental search for them. This paper is organized as follows. After the introduction section, we present the deduction of the elements of the interaction matrices in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, the adopted parameters and numerical results are given in details. In the following Sec. 4, we provide some discussions about these systems. Finally, the paper ends with a short summary in Sec. 5.
Formalism
The color magnetic interaction (CMI) in a hadron can be written as
where the subscript i denotes the i-th constituent quark in the hadron and λ i and σ i represent the Gell-Mann matrices and the Pauli matrices, respectively. For an antiquark, λ i should be replaced by −λ * i . This Hamiltonian is deduced from part of the one gluon exchange interaction [64] . The C ij describes the effective coupling constant between one quark and another quark or antiquark, which incorporates the effects from the spatial wave function and the quark mass. This constant will be estimated in the next section.
For the ground state of a tetraquark, the above CMI Hamitonian leads to the mass formula
where m i is the effective mass of the i-th constituent quark.
We use the diquark-antidiquark bases to discuss the wave functions of ground tetraquark states with the qqQQ configuration, where Q = c or b and q = n or s with n = u or d. Since we consider the mixing between different color-spin structures, all the other bases will finally result in the same mass splittings. In order to obtain all the ground states satisfying the flavor-colorspin symmetry constraint from Pauli principle, we need to exhaust all the possible spin and color wave functions of a diquark-antidiquark system and combine them appropriately with the flavor wave functions. With the obtained wave functions, one may calculate the matrix elements using the approach illustrated in Refs. [65, 66] .
The possible spin wave functions for the tetraquark states with the qqQQ configuration are
where the subscripts denote the spins of the light diquark, the heavy antidiquark, and the tetraquark state. The color wave function can be analyzed by applying the SU(3) group theory, where the direct product of the diquark-antidiquark components reads
Obviously, we have two combinations to form a color singlet tetraquark wave function, i.e.,
+grḡr + rgḡr + gbbḡ + bgbḡ + grrḡ + rgrḡ In flavor space, the heavy quark is treated as an SU (3) singlet and we have states belonging to 6 f and 3 f (Fig. 1) . For the nnQQ case, the isovector states and the isoscalar states do not mix since we do not consider isospin breaking effects. For the nsQQ case, the fact m n = m s leads to SU (3) breaking and then the state mixing between 6 f and3 f . Now we can combine the flavor, color, and spin wave functions together. In this procedure, one needs to include the constraint from the Pauli principle. In the diquark-antidiquark picture, the possible wave function bases are
Here, we present the wave functions with the notation |(q 1 q 2 ) color spin (Q 3Q4 ) color spin total spin . Since not all the wave functions are allowed for a given set of quantum numbers, we have introduced three factors δ If the factor cannot be 0, its value is set to be 1. We may easily ignore irrelevant wave functions with these factors. Then the considered tetraquark states can be categorized into six classes:
, sscc, and ssbb states with δ By selecting the corresponding tetraquark wave functions, we obtain the CMI matrices for different cases. The expressions for classes 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and 6 are shown in tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Here, we have simplified the expressions by using the following definitions: 34 , and θ = 3C 12 − C 34 . Table 1 The quantum numbers, color-spin wave functions, and the corresponding CMI matrices for the nncc, nnbb, sscc, and ssbb systems. Here, (qq) S ((qq) A ) means that the flavor wave function of the two light quarks is symmetric (antisymmetric).
Parameters
We need to determine the values of the relevant coefficients C, CQ q , and C QQ in estimating the mass splittings of the possible tetraquark states. Here, the subscripts Q = c, b and q = n, s with n = u, d. The parameters C nn = 18.3 MeV and C ns = 12.3 MeV can be determined from the CMI relation between N − ∆ and Σ −Σ * systems. One further obtains C ss = 6.4 MeV by using the relation 2M Ω + M ∆ − (2M Ξ * + M Ξ ) = 8C ss + 8C nn . The coupling constant Cc n (Cc s ) is estimated by considering the mass splitting between the pseudoscalar and vector charmed (charmed-strange) mesons. Similarly, Cb n (Cb s ) is determined with the bottom (bottomstrange) mesons. We extract the C cc (C bb ) from the associated charmonium (bottomium) mesons and use the mass of B * c estimated from GI model [67] to determine C cb . For the remaining constants C QQ (C cc , C bc , C bb ), however, there are no observed or confirmed doubly heavy baryons in experiments at present. The approximation C QQ = C QQ , i.e., C cc = C cc , C cb = C cb , and C bb = C bb , is used in our analysis of the qqQQ tetraquarks. We collect the determined parameters in Table 4 . In getting these parameters and in the following evaluation, we use the following meson masses [68] 
(−2α + 5β) Table 3 The quantum numbers, color-spin wave functions, and the corresponding CMI matrices for the nscc, nsbb, and nscb systems.
MeV, M B * = 5324.65 MeV, M Bs = 5366.82 MeV, and M B * s = 5415.4 MeV. Since we only consider the color magnetic interaction between valence quarks in a qqQQ system and no dynamical effects are involved in this calculation, we will discuss the masses of tetraquarks with two schemes. In the first scheme, we use the experimental data to obtain the effective constituent quark masses and estimate the values of the tetraquark masses by introducing the mass shifts due to CMI. The corresponding formula is M = i m i + H CM . In Table 5 , we show the procedure of determination. In the second scheme, we relate the tetraquark system to a reference meson-meson system and compare the masses to the threshold of the meson-meson state by the equation
In the first scheme, we find that the predicted masses are generally overestimated. The main reason is probably from the fact that the dynamical effects can not be simply absorbed into the effective quark masses. This scheme can give an upper limit for the masses of the tetraquark states. In the following discussions, we mainly focus on the results ob- 
Cc n Cc n = 6.6
tained from the threshold scheme. By substituting the C ij parameters into the corresponding CMI matrices given in the previous section, one gets the values of the mass shifts from the color magnetic interaction after we diagonalize the numerical CMI matrices. 
Since the corresponding antiparticleqqQQ has identical mass to the qqQQ, we only present the results for the qqQQ systems. In the previous section, we have divided such systems into six classes. In the following part, we discuss the systems according to their SU (3) classification in the flavor space.
Systems with strangeness=0
The quark content of these systems may be nncc, nnbb, or nncb. We present the calculated CMI matrices, the eigenvectors, the eigenvalues, and the estimated masses in both schemes in Table 6 . As mentioned earlier, the constitute quark scheme gives higher mass predictions. In the following discussions, we will use the threshold scheme to discuss their properties. In Figure 2 , the rough positions of the studied tetraquark states, various thresholds, and relevant rearrangement decay patterns are shown.
nncc
In literature, a compact tetraquark state with the quark content nncc is usually called T cc . Because of the highly symmetric constraint from the Pauli principle, the total number of the T cc states is restricted to be six: four isovector states and two isoscalar states. In the isovector case, only one scalar state has probably attractive colormagnetic interaction. The mixing with the other scalar state makes the gap between the two states larger, from 100 MeV to 280 MeV (see Tab. 6), which results in the heaviest T cc and the lightest 0 + T cc . In the isoscalar case, the two CMI matrix elements for the axial-vector states can be both negative, depending on the parameters. The state mixing finally leads to one tetraquark with attractive CMI and one with repulsive CMI. This lower tetraquark corresponds to the lowest T cc which was widely discussed in literature. In Ref. [39] , we argued that the tetraquark mixing is suppressed because the transition needs a spin-flip for the cc state. Now, one sees that the mass shift for the I = 0 tetraquarks due to the state mixing is about 30 MeV and it is not a big number. On the other hand, the mass shift for the isovector 0 + states due to the state mixing is about 90 MeV and the state mixing may have effects on the decay widths.
From Fig. 2 , the lowest T cc should be stable if our estimation is reasonable. It is below theDD * threshold and its strong decay intoDD is forbidden by both isospin and angular momentum conservations. Whether it can be observed would be crucial information in distinguishing models of genuine multiquark states, although there is still no experimental signal for this state. If the other isoscalar 1 + state is narrow [39] , the isovector 1 + T cc might also be narrow since they have similar masses and rearrangement decay patterns. Another interesting state is the tensor T cc with I = 1. Its decay intoDD orDD * is through D wave and relevant partial widths should not be large. Although this tetraquark can decay intoD * D * through S wave, the width may not be so large because of the suppression in phase space. This feature of narrow width for high-spin state is similar to the J = 5 2 pentaquark case which was studied in Ref. [63] . The lower 0 + T cc has only one S-wave decay channelDD while the higher one can also decay intoD * D * through S or D wave. The decay into the channelDD * is forbidden either by kinematics or by angular momentum conservation. Probably the higher scalar T cc could not be observed even if it really exists because of its broad width. From our estimations, probably a search in the I = 1D ( * )D( * ) channel may show us some exotic signals.
nnbb
Similarly, such a system is called T bb . From Tab. 1, the basic features of spectrum should be similar to the T cc case. Because the concrete interaction strengthes are different, however, the relevant positions of T bb 's are changed compared with their charmed partners. Accordingly, the decay properties are different. We now take a look at the tetraquark properties from Fig. 2 . Below the BB * threshold, there is only one state, the stable 1 + T bb with I = 0. The second heavier state is the other 1 + T bb with I = 0 which is just above the BB * threshold and should be narrower than its charmed analog. The remaining T bb states are all isovector mesons and are all above these two states. Although the lowest 0 + T bb is above the BB * threshold, its decay into this channel is forbidden and the width may be comparable to the lowest 0 + T cc . Now, the I(J P ) = 1(1 + ) T bb is above the B * B * threshold. Because the decay into this channel through S wave is forbidden, its dominant decays should be S-wave BB * , D-wave BB * , and D-wave B * B * and thus the width is larger than the I(J P ) = 0(1 + ) T bb . The features of the tensor T bb and the heaviest T bb are similar to their charmed analogs, respectively.
nncb
Now we focus on the systems with two identical light quarks but different heavy quarks. We use T cb to denote such tetraquarks. Obviously, the wave functions of the heavy antidiquarks are not constrained by the Pauli principle and the number of states is bigger than that in the nncc systems. From Tab. 2 and Tab. 1, by comparing T cb with the T cc in the I = 1 case, we have the same number of 0 + and 2 + tetraquark states and two more 1 + states. In the isoscalar case, two 0 + states, one 2 + state, and one more 1 + state are allowed. The heaviest and the lightest states in the I = 1 case are the two 0 + T cb 's, whose mass difference is about 180 MeV. The masses of the 1 + and 2 + states lie between these two tetraquarks. The I = 0 T cb masses are generally lower than those I = 1 masses. Different from the T cc and T bb mesons, now the lowest state is a scalar tetraquark.
From Fig. 2 , there are four possible rearrangement decay channels for the T cb states, BD, B * D , BD * , and B * D * , two of which are pseudoscalr+vector (PV) type channels. Since no symmetry constraint is required among isospin, spin, and orbital spaces for these mesonmeson states, each T cb can decay into these channels once the angular momentum conservation is satisfied and the mass is high enough. We do not need to consider the isospin conservation in considering the mesonmeson decay properties.
Two states, one scalar meson and one axial vector meson, are below the threshold of BD and they should be narrow and stable tetraquarks. Two higher 0 + states can only decay into BD through S wave although they are above the threshold of B * D . The highest 0 + state may be broad and might not be observed since it can decay into B * D * through S and D wave and into BD through S wave. Each excited 1 + T cb has the S-wave decay channel B * D . The S-wave channel BD * is opened for three of them and the S-wave B * D * is also opened for the highest one. For the two tensor states, the lower one can only decay through D wave and the higher one can also decay into B * D * through S wave. Needless to say, these arguments strongly depend on the estimation of the T cb masses, which is the dominant uncertainty of the present method. If our estimation is reasonable, probably exotic states could be observed in the B ( * )D( * ) channels. If our estimation is underestimated around 100 MeV, the lowest two states may be above respective S-wave decay channels and their signals may also be observed through two-body strong decays. Anyway, interesting phenomena may exist in the B ( * )D( * ) channels.
Systems with strangeness=−1
The system nscc, nsbb, or nscb contains a strange quark and the isospin of each state is I = 1 2 . We list the numerical results in Tab. 7 and show their rough positions in Fig. 3 . In the table, one finds that some nondiagonal elements of H CM are close to zero. They are from γ = (C 13 − C 23 ) + (C 14 − C 24 ) and µ = (C 13 − C 23 ) − (C 14 − C 24 ) and their nonvanishing values reflect the effects of the flavor symmetry breaking. Comparing with the previous nnQQ systems, the total number of states does not change. Although the constraint from isospin conservation is removed, we find that nsQQ and nnQQ have some similar properties of rearrangement decays.
First, we concentrate on the nscc systems. From  Fig. 3, it 
Fig . 3 The estimated masses (units: MeV) of the nscc (left), nsbb (middle), and nscb (right) systems in the threshold scheme. The dotted lines are thresholds of the possible decay channels. When the total spin of a tetraquark is equal to a subscript of the symbol for a meson-meson channel, the corresponding S-or D-wave decay is allowed.
Next, we move on to the nsbb systems. The positions of masses for the nsbb states and those of various thresholds are similar to those in the nnbb case. The only difference is that the positions for the lower 0 + state and the second 1 + state are exchanged. The similarities in mass spectrum would result in those in widths.
Finally, we take a look at the systems composed of four different flavors, nscb. The lowest state is a stable scalar tetraquark and the lowest 1 + is also below the corresponding open-charm decay channel, which is a similar feature to the nncb case. The decay properties of other states in the nscb case and in the nncb case should have similar features, too. A slightly different feature is that almost degenerate states exist in the 1 + nscb case. There are two states around 7330 MeV and two states around 7405 MeV. By inspecting the contributions in the wave functions, one finds that the dominant wave functions in one state belong to I = 1 nncb and those in the other state belong to I = 0 nncb. It is the state mixing that results in the occasional degeneracy. In fact, what the above mentioned similarity reflects is also the underlying SU (3) flavor symmetry. More results will be discussed later.
Systems with strangeness=−2
The expressions of the CMI matrices for the systems sscc and ssbb (sscb) are the same as those for the system nncc (nncb) with I = 1, which has been shown in Tab. 1 (2) . As a result, the spectrum for ssQQ has similar features to the isovector nnQQ case. One may find the estimated masses and their rough positions in Tab. 8 and Fig. 4 , respectively. All the obtained tetraquarks except the tensor one have S-wave decay channels and probably are broad states. 
Discussions

The spectrum
We have explored various tetraquark configurations in a model with the color-magnetic interaction, QQQQ in [60] , QQQq in [61] , and cscs in [62] . A general feature for the mass spectra of these systems is that both the lightest and the heaviest states are those with J P = 0 + . This observation is also valid for the nncb, nscb, sscc, ssbb, and sscb systems. In the nncc, nnbb, nscc, and nsbb cases, now the quantum numbers of all the lightest states are J P = 1 + . Since the meson-meson channels with the lowest threshold have the quantum numbers J P = 0 + , the stable scalar tetraquarks must be below such thresholds. Because of the angular momentum conservation, the axial-vector tetraquarks above the lowest thresholds may also be stable. This feature is unique for the qqQQ systems.
By comparing the diagonal elements of H CM with the eigenvalues, from Tables 6, 7 , and 8, we may understand the color mixing effects for various tetraquark states. The mass shifts due to the color mixing range from several MeVs to a value around 100 MeV. The effects for the (nncc) I=1 , nscc, and sscc states with J P = 0 + are large while those for the (nnbb) I=0 and nsbb states with J P = 1 + are small. In a given system, the effects for the 0 + states are usually larger than the effects for the 1 + states.
For multiquark masses, the obtained values are just estimations which rely on the parameters extracted from the conventional hadrons and the adopted reference masses. As noted in Ref. [69] , some dynamical contributions are not appropriately included in the present method and the tetraquark masses need to be improved in a more elaborate model. One may guess that not all the studied tetraquarks exist. However, if one state could be observed, its partner states may be searched for with the relative positions shown in Figs. 2, 3 , and 4. Such a study can be used to test the present model.
Mass relations
In principle, one may use the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula to discuss the mass splittings in the same representation of flavor SU (3). In the present studied systems, the mixing between two flavor representations occurs and it is difficult to find a general mass formula for all the states. However, it is interesting that the equal mass splitting relation m nnQQ + m ssQQ = 2m nsQQ in 6 f still holds for some states. If one checks the mass formula in the estimation procedure, one finds that the above mass relations actually reflect the flavor SU(3) symmetry and its breaking. For example, for the 2 + qqQQ systems, the relation is the occasional result of C nn + C ss = 2C ns from which one may recover the relations 2M N +2M Ξ = 3M Λ +M Σ and
Conversely, it is easy to understand the relation C nn + C ss = 2C ns in the CMI model from the flavor symmetry. In principle, the equal mass relations in the mixing case should also be from the relation C nn + C ss = 2C ns and thus from the flavor symmetry. As a byproduct of this relation, we get Σ * − ∆ = Ξ − Σ. 
Fig. 4
The estimated masses (units: MeV) of the sscc (left), ssbb (middle), and sscb (right) systems in the threshold scheme. The dotted lines are thresholds of the possible decay channels. When the total spin of a tetraquark is equal to a subscript of the symbol for a meson-meson channel, the corresponding S-or D-wave decay is allowed.
Comparison with other works
As mentioned in Sec .1, there are also other works about qqQQ tetraquark states. Various approaches such as the non-relativistic quark model [24, 25] , the relativistic quark model [32] , and the QCD sum rule [41] have been used to explore the spectra. For comparison, we briefly list the obtained results in the present model and those in other theoretical methods in Table 9 . One may consult The isoscalar T cc is especially interesting. It is the most promising tetraquark to be found first. Most works give a mass around 3900 MeV. In the present work, we consider the configuration mixing and get a lower mass around 3780 MeV (Scheme II). A comparable value 3764 MeV was obtained in a chiral constituent quark model in Ref. [70] . Whether this T cc is stable enough needs experimental judgement. Because of the limitations of the present model (it is not a dynamical model, it has problems of parameters, and so on), probably the mass is underestimated.
If all the predicted masses are 100 MeV underestimated, many "stable" states would be unstable. However, the lowest I(J P ) = 0(0 + ) T cb and the lowest I(J P ) = 0(1 + ) T bb are still below their respective thresholds of open-charm/bottom decay channels, BD (7146 MeV) and BB * (10604 MeV), and seem to be still stable. To search for these exotic tetraquarks in addition to the T cc is also called for. Although the present model is oversimplified, the basic features of spectra should be roughly reasonable.
Production and decay
The production of the qqQQ tetraquark states needs high energy processes. For example, the C.M. energy for the production of a ssbb (sscb) at an electron-positron collider should be √ s > 22 ( √ s > 15) GeV. Of these exotic states, the production of the lowest T cc at various facilities (Tevatron, RHIC, LHC, KEK) has been considered [38, 39, 40, 71, 72, 73, 74] . Because of its clean background, the electron-positron collision experiment has its advantage in searching for T cc . At Belle/BelleII, the nscc tetraquarks can also be searched for. From Figs. 2, 3, and 4, it is easy to get a feature about the rearrangement decays and the stability of the possible tetraquarks qqQQ. For the lowest stable states, the rearrangement decay channels are not opened. One has to adopt weak or electromagnetic decay modes to search for them: (1) for the lowest T
I=0,J=1 cc
, one may use . For higher states, the two-body meson-meson channels are the dominant decay modes. Searching for them in meson-meson channels can probably give interesting exotic signals. In addition, their transition to lower tetraquarks is also allowed, e.g. an I(J P ) = 1(1 + ) nncb state may decay to an I(J P ) = 0(0 + ) nncb state by emitting a pion. However, the decay into OZI-allowed (light-baryon)+(heavyantibaryon) final state is forbidden by kinematics even if the doubly-heavy baryons are observed.
"Good" diquark and stable tetraquarks
The studies on various multiquark states can be found in the literature. Usually, the multi-body problem is simplified by assuming the existence of possible substructures, e.g. diquark or triquark. In the conventional baryons, the color-antitriplet diquark with spin = 0 is called "good" diquark while that with spin = 1 is called "bad" one because the color-spin interaction in the former (latter) case is attractive (repulsive). An example because of their difference is the mass splitting between Σ c and Λ c . In the multiquark study, one expects that states containing the scalar diquark have a lower mass and are easy to search for experimentally while those with the axial-vector diquark should be broad resonances even if they exist and are difficult to search for.
Because the interaction related with heavy quarks is suppressed, the properties of the tetraquarks qqQQ are determined mainly by the light diquark. In the present work, the number of states is significantly reduced if we consider tetraquarks containing the light "good" diquark only. Now the retained color-spin bases in Eq. (7) are φ 2 χ 5 (total spin=1) and φ 2 χ 6 (total spin=0). From tables 1-3, there is no "good" light diquark in the ssQQ tetraquark states and one needs to discuss only eight lowest states: However, as shown in Ref. [39] , the color-sextet diquark with spin = 1 also has weak attraction but it does not exist in the conventional baryons. The contributions from such diquark and other diquarks other than the "good" diquark lead to more complex mass spectra of possible multiquark states. In the present study, we use "diquark" to denote the two-quark cluster which may have various quantum numbers. Our analysis shows that the channel coupling between the 6 c ⊗6 c and3 c ⊗3 c color configurations further lowers the qqQQ state where thepair forms a scalar diquark.
Summary
In this work, we systematically study the mass spectra of tetraquark states with the qqQQ configuration by using a simple color-magnetic model. All possible quantum numbers without orbital excitation are considered. We find that the color mixing effects are relatively important for the 0 + states. The effect for the lowest T cc (T bb ) is about 30 (7) MeV and is not large. If the results shown in Figs. 2, 3 , and 4 are all reasonable, two types of qqQQ tetraquarks are probably stable: (1) T and nscb with J P = 0 + . The feature that the stable states could have J = 1 is unique compared with other tetraquark structures QQQQ, QQQq, and cscs. Based on our estimations, possible strong decay patterns are briefly discussed. Up to now, none of the exotic qqQQ states has been observed and more detailed investigations on their properties are still needed. Hopefully, our study on these interesting tetraquark states may be helpful to the future experimental searches. 
